4th Annual “Day In May”
A Celebration of Teaching, Scholarship and Creativity
The McCarthy Center
May 16, 2012

8:00 to  8:30  Registration, Continental Breakfast in the Forum

8:30 to  8:45 Opening Remarks THE FORUM

Welcome: Dr. Tim Flanagan
Dr. Linda Vaden-Goad
Schedule for the Day: CELTSS Director, Bridgett Galvin

8:45 to  9:30  Poster Session TBA (All poster presentations will occur 8:45-9:30)

9:35 to 10:35 Session 1: Paper Presentations (See Presentations Abstracts)

Room 417
  a. Maria Bolletino
  b. Paul Bruno
  c. Hae Won Ju
Room 419
  a. Kelly Kolodny
  b. Suban Krishnamoorthy
  c. Zhe Li
  d. Jonathan Martin

10:45-11:45 Session 2: Paper Presentations (See Descriptions)

Room 415
  a. Lynne Parker
  b. Sarah Pilkenton and Catherine Dignam
  c. Simone Poliandri
Room 417
  a. Amanda Simons
  b. Patricia Thomas
  c. Derrick Tepaske
Room 419-Facilitator: Sandra Rothenberg
  a. Susan Massad
  b. Kelly Mathews
  c. Tim McDonald

12:00-1:00 Guest Speaker DPAC
Dr. Howard Gardner, Harvard University
“Five Minds for The Future”
1:15-2:00    FORUM: Lunch
            Quality Matters Presentations

            AFTERNOON SESSIONS:

2:15-3:45    Room 415:
            Ben Alberti, Lisa Eck, Virginia Rutter, & Bridgette Sheridan
            Teaching it Bent: What’s Heteronormativity? And How Does It Affect
            Our Classrooms?

2:15-3:45    Room 417
            Robin Robinson & Pat Luoto
            Quality Matters

2:15-3:45    Room 419
            Dargan, Sue & Paula Parnagian, President, World View Services
            Knowing Ourselves, Accepting Others

2:15-3:45    1839 Room
            Bridgett Galvin
            STEM

ADJOURN: SEE YOU IN THE FALL

Sponsored by: CELTSS, the Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching, Scholarship &
Service, “of the faculty, by the faculty and for the faculty”

Steering Committee: Ben Alberti, Cynthia Bechtel, Elaine Beilin, Marlene Corerria, Sue
Dargan, Karen Druffel, Shin Freedman, Bridgett Galvin, Kelly Kolodny, Zhi Li, Pat Luoto, Susan
Mullaney, Robin Robinson, Sandra Rothenberg, Ira Silver, Claudia Springer

Announcements:

GIG:

The Gender Interest Group, founded in 2008, is pleased to announce new leadership: Dr. Lissa
Bollettino, Department of History, and Dr. Lisa Eck, Department of English, are the new co-
conveners of the Gender Interest Group.

CELTSS NEWS:

Watch your e-mail: CELTSS will be sending out deadlines for funding applications and other
events for early fall. Please keep a lookout for important news from us.